NATIONAL HIGHER EDUCATION GROUP

INTEGRAREPORT: A HOTLINE TO HELP YOU PROTECT YOUR ORGANIZATION

experience expertise // Fraudulent or unethical behavior can be
devastating to your organization. Most colleges and universities today are
extremely concerned about protecting their assets and, ultimately, their
reputation. According to a recent study by the Association of Certified Fraud
Examiners, education is one of the top five industries victimized by fraudulent
or unethical behavior. Often, the key to early detection is a tip. The study
found that fraud schemes were detected an average of 12 months sooner
when a hotline was in place.
BKD’s IntegraReport helps you establish a credible anti-fraud program that can help decrease the duration of occupational fraud or unethical behavior. Part of our IntegraProtect suite of services, IntegraReport has been designed so any
person leaving information via phone or website may do so anonymously and anytime—24/7. Setting up a hotline allows
employees, vendors or anyone associated with your institution to expose suspicious behavior on the part of their contacts,
co-workers or even their superiors.

INTEGRAREPORT BASIC

INTEGRAREPORT PRIME

Our basic-level IntegraReport includes numerous valuable features:

Upgrading to IntegraReport Prime offers a wider array of
features:

• Access to IntegraReport phone hotline and web
portal for all employees
• Setup and management access to training video
explaining how the hotline service works
• Hotline monitored by BKD fraud professionals and
routed to up to three designated individuals in your
organization
• Thirty minutes of consultation with BKD about rollout
program

• Access to IntegraReport phone hotline and web portal
for all employees, with the option to make hotline available to vendors
• Setup and one-hour live webinar with management
regarding how the hotline service works
• Hotline monitored by BKD fraud professionals and
routed to up to three designated individuals in your
organization
• Sample promotion material and emails that can be
provided to employees for rollout and promotion
• Two-hour annual fraud training webinar for employees

42 PERCENT
Research shows 42 percent of fraud is detected by tips, according to the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners.
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INTEGRAREPORT

ABOUT BKD FORENSICS
& VALUATION SERVICES

• Two-hour fraud training webinar for employees
each year

BKD, LLP, a national CPA and advisory firm, helps
people and businesses realize their goals. Our
dedicated professionals offer solutions for clients
in all 50 states and internationally. BKD and its
subsidiaries offer clients a variety of services, and
we combine the insight and ideas of multiple
disciplines to provide solutions in a wide range
of industries.

BKD THOUGHTWARE®

// articles

// emails

// presentations

// videos

// webinars
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WHY BKD?
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• Assistance developing custom rollout and
promotion material

amorelock@bkd.com // 417.865.8701

• Hotline monitored by BKD fraud professionals
and routed to up to five designated individuals
in your organization

Angela R. Morelock, CPA, CFE, CFF, ABV, Cr.FA // Partner

• Access to IntegraReport phone hotline and
web portal for all employees, with the option
to make hotline available to vendors

BKD understands the special role that consultants, damages expert witnesses and fraud investigators play in litigation. For more than 90 years,
we have been assisting attorneys with the business valuation, forensics and fraud investigation
services they need to represent their clients well.
For more information, visit bkd.com/forensics.

subsidiaries, visit bkd.com or contact:

The platinum-level service offers a more robust
range of services:

FOR MORE INFORMATION // For a complete list of our offices and

INTEGRAREPORT PLATINUM
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